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THE 'HOW-TO' BOOK TO 'VISIONS OF GLORY'! When doctors gave him 6 months to live, John

Pontius (author of Visions of Glory) created a blog to leave his testimony with his children. However,

thousands of followers of UnBlog My Soul were touched. Share in the journey as Pontius expresses

his love and understanding of the gospel in a clear, beautiful way. This book compiles the most

compelling blog entries and weaves the narrative of his journey to the veil.
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I love John Pontius. This is a man who knows what he is talking about. Many people have read

Visions of Glory, which is worth reading. But what really matters is obtaining your own relationship

with Christ rather than reading about another person's relationship. John's other books, including

this one, show the way to do that. The way is shown in the scriptures. John isn't reinventing the

gospel, he's just helping us see the fulness of it that many of us have been missing. Read this book,

and then dive into the scriptures. Pray like your soul depends on it. Come to know Christ.

This book was hard to put down as it is very inspirational and motivational. The best review I feel I

can give for this book is this:"But behold, that which is of God inviteth and enticeth to do good

continually; wherefore, every thing which inviteth and enticeth to do good, and to love God, and to

serve him, is inspired of God."

John Pontius was just an ordinary man who was extraordinarily obedient to the whisperings of the



Spirit. What that meant to him and his family is laid out in a journal of his thoughts and stories of an

exceptional life. At first it was meant to be a collection for his family and dear friends, and thus you

sense the openness and genuineness of his memories, but somehow it blossomed into an entire

community of truth seekers who resonated with that simplicity of honest and inspiring accounts.

Each of us has a lifetime of similar stories where the Lord has been present, the Spirit has testified,

miracles have been witnessed, prayers have been answered and there have been moments when

we have also been warned to go no further. Have we written those experiences down for our

posterity? Perhaps some of them. Brother John's book has inspired me to be certain that those

wonderful, sacred experiences from my life are captured for my children and grandchildren who will

undoubtedly need to know at some future time that the Lord lives, watches over us, and is active in

our lives.This volume is beautifully designed and executed from the glorious front cover, to the font

used, to Teri Pontius' own comments about John's experiences and to the loving words of friends

who knew him well. I so appreciate the efforts of many talented people, thank you! And Brother

John, thank you!!

Absolutely life changing book. I had read most of John's unblogs, and found them to be priceless,

but journey to the veil has some I had never seen, with some incredibly tender accounts explained

by Terri that makes me want to complain less about my trials, and trust more in God. Thanks Terri.

(And John...we know you were involved still)

One of the most important books of the century for followers of Jesus. I loved this dying man's

words, it will enable you.

This is published by the late John Pontius' wife. It is a collection of his essays from his Unblog My

Soul blog. This saves me from copying all of them from online. Gave this as a gift and will get a

copy for myself as well.

I started out reading John Pontius' novels when I was new to the gospel. As I became ready for

more, I found Following the Light, Zion,Visions of Glory, the Unblog, then Journey to the Veil. Each

of these "journeys", for me were profound experiences of the heart and Spirit that are difficult to put

into words. But John Pontius is a humble man with a rare gift of expressing powerful spiritual truths

that open the heart and stretch the mind and spirit of the reader. Wherever you are in your own

personal "Journey to the Veil" experiencing this book will raise you to a new level if you let it.I used



the word experiencing because you can't just read any of his work...each is an experience that

uplifts. Thank you, Brother Pontius for sharing your journey!

I meet and got to know John pretty well. My wife and I sat in his living room and had a wonderful

discussion. He came to Boise and did a fireside for us. I followed his unblog faithfully and cherished

every opportunity to talk with him. This book really speaks to my soul and heart. Thanks to his angel

wife for putting this together.
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